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His opponent had evidently not held back this time. He straightaway used a second grade martial skill,
and a Chi image that looked like a falcon appeared before him. It flashed forward with a frightening
aura.

“Careful, Jackie. The man’s resonance is too strong!”

When Nash sensed the man’s powerful aura as he flew forward to fight the disciples from the
Bloodshed Clan, he could not help but warn Jackie.

“Don’t worry, Dad. I won’t let him kill me so easily!”

Jackie tightened his grip around his sword hilt and immediately allowed his internal Chi to flow,
pouring it into his sword.

Hum!

As the chi entered the sword, a sharp humming sound rang out. Meanwhile, Jackie’s aura also greatly
increased.

“That’s a pretty nice sword, and it helps you to increase your fighting power. Looks like an
ultimate-grade spiritual tool.”

Simon’s eyes brightened slightly when he saw the sword in Jackie’s hand.

However, he quickly noticed something else and cried out, “No, wait. You’re only at the fourth-grade
ultimate god-level. You’re not a seventh-grader!”

Simon’s eyes nearly popped out of their sockets. His attack earlier had been an ambush, so the most
important thing was speed. That was why he just slashed his sword without even using his Chi.

Although a causal attack like that could not compare to one that used Chi, the benefit of an attack like
that was that it was extremely fast, and one could use it quickly. Furthermore, without the resonance
of Chi, it would be difficult for anyone to detect it unless their cultivation levels were high or they had
extremely high mental strength. Only then could it be sensed and reacted to. Otherwise, using an
attack like that to make an ambush was pretty effective too.

However, Simon believed that one needed to at least be at the sixth-grade ultimate god-level to even
sense a callous attack like that, much less react to it.

That was why Jackie reacted to it even as the others did not, he surmised that Jackie was at least at
the sixth-grade ultimate god level, or at the seventh-grade.

Yet he only found out in surprise that the fellow before him was only at the fourth grade ultimate
god-level when he used his Chi to activate a martial skill attack.

He truly could not believe that someone at the fourth-grade ultimate god-level could go toe-to-toe
with him.



“Burning Chop!”

Just as Simon was stunned, Jackie launched an attack on him. A frightening chop rushed out as though
it were a frightening fireball, burning like a fierce flame as it rushed forward.

Bang!

The attacks suddenly clashed with one another. A powerful force ripped the area in between them,
and a frightening wave of air made all the surrounding trees ripple. The fallen leaves on the ground
danced in the air.

“We can’t hold on for long, Brother. Sh*t. These remaining people are at the second grade ultimate
god-level, at least. And only one is a second-grade—the others are all third-grade!”

Just as Simon was going speechless, cries for help rang out from the disciples behind him.
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